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In the money
The new way of negotiating
TV football rights in Spain
means many clubs are now
considerably wealthier than
they were just a few years
ago – as these clubs become
run in a considerably more
professional manner, so
opportunities for lawyers are
increasing
The fact that Spanish football
clubs now negotiate broadcasting
rights on a collective basis – as
opposed to the old regime where
individual clubs agreed their
own TV deals – has dramatically
changed the game. Almost
overnight, lesser clubs that were
struggling financially under the
old system saw their revenue
increase substantially. Suddenly,
significantly more Spanish clubs
are viable entities, with the result
that they are becoming attractive
assets for investors. For law
firms with expertise in the field
of sport, opportunities are now
in abundance as clubs look to
professionalise their structures,
ensure they are compliant with all
the relevant regulations, acquire
more players at a greater cost and
promote their brand around the
world. However, it is important
to note that a “track record” in
sports-related law is vital if firms
wish to fully exploit these new
opportunities. Lawyers point out
that the world of football is a very
insular one and consequently it
can be difficult to win the trust of
potential clients in the industry.
Cuatrecasas, Gonçalves Pereira
partner Roberto Álvarez says:
“This is a good moment for sport.”
He adds that Brexit, for example,
will change the football world
and will create uncertainty related
to employment and tax-related
issues as well as impacting on
potential acquisitions of football
clubs. “Brexit means there will
be two markets in football, the
UK market and the European
market – Brexit could make things
better for the European leagues,”
he says. Some lawyers speculate
that there are also questions
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about whether UK football teams
will continue to participate in
European competitions, such as the
Champions League, for example.
Meanwhile, Jordi López, partner at
Pintó Ruiz & Del Valle, remarks that
Brexit could impact on the status
of European players in the UK and
raises questions about whether
the English Premier League will
continue to be as attractive to
footballers from overseas.
Meanwhile, with the pound
recently falling against the Euro
following Brexit, Ignacio Legido,
managing partner of the legal
division at BDO Abogados, says
Spanish football clubs could be given
a boost in that it could increase their
chances of buying footballers from
English clubs. In addition, another
Brexit-related issue is that, if the UK
does leave the European Union, its
tax regime could change and lawyers
are speculating that the new regime
could discriminate against overseas
footballers playing in the UK.
Hot property
There are many investors interesting
in buying football clubs, which
will present opportunities for law
firms, according to Álvarez. He
adds that E-sport (also known as
electronic sports or professional
video gaming) is another growing
area of practice, which raises issues
including whether E-sport should
be regulated in the same way as
other professional sports, as well
as employment matters related
to teams employing professional

gamers. Legido also highlights the
potential of E-sport, “a new market
inside the sports world”.
Advising on EU and competition
law issues affecting footballers is
another big opportunity for law
firms, according to Roberto Vallina,
senior associate at Roca Junyent.
Meanwhile, lawyers also identify tax
issues as a source of work – earlier
this year, one of the best players in
the world, FC Barcelona’s Lionel
Messi, was sentenced to 21 months
in prison for tax fraud, though he
has appealed against the sentence.
Meanwhile, López says that, with the
recent changes to the rules governing
the sale of football broadcasting
rights in Spain, many football clubs
in the country have doubled their
income and this also represents an
opportunity for the law firms that
advise clubs.
The growing popularity of
Spanish football around the world
could also generate more work for
M&A lawyers. More international
investors, particularly investors from
China, are becoming increasingly
interested in acquiring Spanish
football clubs. Meanwhile, López
says football-related litigation is a
big opportunity for Spanish law
firms given that the same regulations
govern football around the world.
“The international environment
is uniform, it is enacted by
international federations, so Spanish
lawyers can represent Chinese clubs,
for example, in this respect, though
in some cases, the assistance of local
lawyers is needed,” he adds.
www.iberianlawyer.com
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digital platforms,
and e-commerce,” he
explains.
Tax is also an
increasingly important
issue in sport, Plaza
says. “The tax
authorities are putting
enormous pressure
on individual players
and clubs, some
tax structures that
fit within the legal
framework are being considered
tax evasion – more legal security
would be highly recommended,”
he adds. Lawyers argue that people
working in sport at all levels are
increasingly aware of the importance
of complying with laws, whether
that be the promoters of sport, the
clubs, or managers. One partner at
a leading Spanish firm says: “A lot
of parties in sport in Spain thought
tax was not important, but they now
believe they have to invest in a good
law firm to avoid future risk and this
is a good thing for major law firms.”

Clubs are able to offer
income from TV rights as a
guarantee [when trying to
obtain finance] and there are a
lot of financial institutions willing
to give money to clubs.
Félix Plaza
Garrigues

Lenders keen
Garrigues partner Félix Plaza says
the centralisation of TV football
rights in Spain – meaning that La
Liga sells the rights as a single
entity, rather than individual clubs
negotiating their own deals as used
to be the case – together with the
strict rules on Financial Fair Play
introduced by La Liga, has reduced
the debt of many clubs and means
that they are finding it easier to
access finance. “Clubs are able to
offer income from TV rights as a
guarantee [when trying to obtain
finance] and there are a lot of
financial institutions willing to give
money to clubs,” he adds. Plaza says
this creates a lot of opportunities
for law firms to advise on the
clubs’ acquisition of players or the
international expansion of Spanish
clubs. “Spanish clubs need to sell
their product abroad and this means
they need advice on the brand itself,

”

Illegal streaming
Litigation related to pirate websites
broadcasting sports events is
another source of work for law
firms, according to Bird & Bird
of counsel Raúl Bercovitz. “The
number of websites providing
illegal streaming is increasing,”
he says. Bercovitz adds that this

What are currently the biggest opportunities for
law firms operating in the area of sport?
“From a tax standpoint, the sport sector is currently facing
two hot topics in Spain: The assignment of image rights
contracts by players to companies entirely or almost entirely
owned by them, where the latter receives the payment made
by the club for such contracts; and the commission that is
paid to players’ agents by clubs when it is not always clear
whether the services are rendered to the player or the club.”
Clara Jiménez, partner, Pérez-Llorca
“Increased confidence in the Portuguese Court of Arbitration
for Sport’s capacity to deal with disputes will lead to a
greater number of cases being referred to it. Meanwhile,
the legalisation of sports betting has also created new
opportunities. Also, compliance in sport will be a trending
topic, specifically the growth in European and national
regulation in relation to financial flows and the question of
money laundering.” José Ricardo Gonçalves, partner PLMJ
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trend could partly explain why
viewing figures for Sky Sports’ live
Premier League matches in the UK
has fallen 19 per cent this season.
“The problem is that the quality
of broadcasts on the streams is not
bad enough [to encourage people
to buy subscriptions to the legal TV
packages] and for the owners of
the rights, this is a big problem,” he
says. “Even if you litigate against a
pirate website, new pirate websites
will appear – some suggest it is
not effective to sue pirate websites
because if a website is domiciled
in Hong Kong, for example, it’s
difficult to bring it to Spanish
courts. Now the question is should
the intermediaries (for example,
telecoms companies) be sued in
order to make them cease giving
access to these pirate websites.”
Álvarez says that the sports
practices at around 90 per cent of
law firms in Spain focus on football,
so there are opportunities in other
sports, such as motorsport where
services can be provided to teams,
riders/drivers and promoters. He
adds: “Motorsport is a global sport
so lawyers with an international
approach are needed as there are
different jurisdictions and different
tax frameworks involved.” Lawyers
have also identified ‘street sport’
as a massive growth area: “Public
racing/running is now a major
industry,” says one partner.

“Image rights commercialisation through media and the
internet has been a great source of fees for law firms in the
past and it will continue to keep us busy in the future. Also,
E-sports broadcasting – through online streaming media
platforms involving hundreds of millions of viewers worldwide
– is a great opportunity for lawyers.” Javier Torre de Silva,
partner, CMS Albiñana & Suárez de Lezo
“New entrants in the market are creating demand. Also, more
traditional players are seeking more sophisticated advice and
new products. The importance of online business will also
increase.” Diego Ramos, partner, DLA Piper
“In football, the internationalisation of brands (clubs and
countries), in particular in the Far East market, as well as
using new technologies to attract better revenues. In other
sports, the need to implement new and modern systems of
governance for sports federations and the creation of new
sponsorship models.” Miguel Henrique, of counsel, Macedo
Vitorino & Associados
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Clients in the sport industry
increasingly want lawyers who
are highly specialised in areas
such as EU and competition law,
while having a “sensitivity” to
the needs of clients that operate
in sport, according to Vallina.
He adds that there are also
opportunities for law firms to
advise on competition matters in
relation to “state aid to football
clubs”. Another partner remarks
that acting as agents to football
players is also an opportunity for
law firms: “The agents of football
players are not really professional;
the risk for the players is that, with
transfers involving a lot of money,
players could have problems with
the tax authorities.” However,
the partner adds that some
agencies representing footballers
are becoming increasingly
sophisticated with some recruiting
in-house counsel.
Third party ownership ban
There is the potential for
international federations to come
into conflict with laws in different
jurisdictions, according to one
partner at a major Spanish firm.
He cites the example of UEFA’s
ban on third-party ownership
of professional football players’
contracts as a ruling that comes
into conflict with national laws.
The partner also cites the example
of FIFA wanting rules applied
that “come into conflict with the
principle of the free movement of
people”. He adds: “In many fields,
they [sporting federations] are
regulating things they shouldn´t be
regulating.”
Women’s sport is another
booming area. “In the next
two years, women’s sport will
increase and there will be more
investment in women’s sport,”
says one partner. He adds that
there are a number of issues in
women’s sport which could lead
to legal challenges and cites the
example of some professional
sportswomen’s contracts including
clauses that stipulate the contract
will be terminated if she becomes
pregnant. Meanwhile, sports
stadium naming rights is expected
to be a major growth area: “Eighty
per cent of Spanish clubs are not
• IBERIAN LAWYER • November / December 2016

exploiting stadium naming rights,
but in two years, 90 per cent of them
will be.” Cuatrecasas, Gonçalves
Pereira associate Teresa Méndez
Flórez says sport-related sponsorship
is a major growth area for law firms:
“Investment in sport sponsorship is
growing and this is one area where
we are focusing our attention.” EU
and competition law issues are
common in sport, according to
Vallina. He highlights restrictions
imposed by international sporting
federations and says they will be an
issue in the future. For example, he
highlights “EU individual athletes
being prohibited from competing
in another EU member state’s
national championship, bans on
athletes competing in non-federation
events, or the creation of European
competitions such as the Basketball
Euroleague” and adds that these
matters might be particularly
contentious.
With football clubs significantly
boosting their income as a result

of the new method of negotiating
TV rights, lawyers predict that
this could result in more business
for law firms. However, it is not a
foregone conclusion that all firms
will dramatically boost their sportrelated income. As one partner says:
“There is a reluctance on the part
of clubs and federations to try new
things – many big law firms are
trying to build new sports teams, but
the world of football is very closed
and it is a market in which trust is of
the utmost importance.”
Portugal: Financing football
Football club financing is creating
opportunities for law firms in
Portugal, according to Paulo Farinha
Alves, partner at PLMJ. He adds:
“Other factors that have contributed
to the growth in work are the
increasing complexity of players’
transfer rights, television broadcast
rights, sports betting and advertising,
and the complexity of domestic and
European regulations and the related

What do you think will be the biggest trends in this sector in the
coming 12 months?
“Foreign capital inflows into the sports sector will be sustained. As a result of sports
clubs being considered investment vehicles, clubs will continue to professionalise
their business structures. Sports clubs that have already incorporated compliance
and good corporate governance into their day-to-day management. Meanwhile,
digital transformation will create new ways of making the sport profitable.
Issues such as the use of big data, personalised digital media and new means
of retransmitting sporting events will force firms to incorporate new technical
knowledge into the already complex area of sports law.” Adolf Rousaud, managing
partner, Rousaud Costas Duran
“E-sports will be the biggest trend and it will create opportunities for professional
clubs/teams and sponsors. Also, exploiting new technologies and social media will
become paramount for clubs and athletes.” Ricardo Oliveras, partner, Ecija
“Arbitration in sports will be an important trend as well as the new legal framework
for online sports betting that requires specialised legal assistance. Similarly, tax and
legal work regarding the search for financing alternatives motivated by the thirdparty ownership rules will certainly continue to be a priority. Furthermore, the need
for clarification of some tax rules regarding some specific sports operations could
emerge as a trend.” Carlos Lucena, partner, Telles de Abreu e Associados
“For sportsmen and sportswomen, IP and image asset management could be the
main trend, not only from an income generation perspective but also in relation
to the increasing risks they face, mainly in the digital world.” Juan Marín, partner,
Deloyers Abogados y Consultores
“The negotiation of TV rights.” Pedro J. Contreras Jurado, senior associate,
Montero Aramburu Abogados
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litigation and arbitration issues
concerning these areas.” Contractual
issues are also generating work
for lawyers, says Farinha Alves.
“For example, how to make long
contractual obligations compatible
with clauses providing for high
release fees to protect the clubs.”
Vieira de Almeida associate
António Mendes de Almeida says
Portuguese lawyers currently have
an opportunity to develop traditional
sports-related work such as advising
clubs, sports associations and
professional leagues, players, agents,
investors and governing bodies on
day- to-day operations, in particular
regarding regulatory and contractual
matters (with the emphasis on
sponsorship and media), but also
funding and debt restructuring. He
adds: “We believe that there is a
growing trend among clubs, sports
associations/professional leagues
and other sports entities to reduce
their internal legal departments and

outsource legal work to full-service
law firms with strong sports law
practices.” Mendes de Almeida
also says changes to FIFA rules that
allow any person to act as a player’s
agent represents an opportunity for
law firms as does online betting and
E-sports.
The major development in sport
in Portugal in the last 12 months
from a legal perspective was the
Sports Arbitration Court becoming
fully operational, according to Abreu
Advogados partner Fernando Veiga
Gomes. Meanwhile, at international
level, Veiga Gomes adds that the
major change was the acquisition
of “many football clubs by funds
and investors as a result of the FIFA
ban on third-party ownership of
economic rights of football players”.
He says: “Those investors are now
looking for investment opportunities
in football clubs and in Portugal it
is still a lesser investment compared
to the five big European football

leagues.”
Sport is indeed a growing area
for law firms, says Rui Vaz Pereira,
associate at Cuatrecasas, Gonçalves
Pereira in Lisbon. “The football
industry has been consistently
growing over the last two decades,”
he adds. “For instance, between
1995 and 2011, the number of
football transfers in the EU has
been multiplied by 3.2 while the
total value of transfer fees has
been multiplied by 7.4, reaching
the record figure of €3 billion.”
Diogo Leote Nobre, partner at
Miranda says football-related
advice generates the vast majority
of sport-related work for lawyers.
He highlights issues relating to
relations between clubs, players
and coaches in the context of
player transfers, as well as disputes
involving governing bodies. Leote
Nobre says: “Football is expected
to remain responsible for the vast
majority of instructions.”

Portuguese online gambling market opening up to
foreign operators

António Mendes de Almeida
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Portugal’s top sports lawyers are
broadening their horizons as opportunities
open up in new areas such as online
betting. The impact of the country’s new
online betting rules, The Legal Framework
for Games and Online Gambling (RJO),
is already generating work. The RJO,
which was introduced in 2015, opened
up the online gambling market to foreign
operators, many of whom have sought
legal advice.
“Both the online sports betting and
e-sports industries are in a very early stage,
presenting an opportunity for law firms to
enter the market and provide advisory and
corporate services to companies wishing
to establish themselves in Portugal,” says
António Mendes de Almeida, managing
associate at Vieira de Almeida. “The first
two licences have been granted and the
expectation is that more companies are
currently applying or waiting for their
submissions to be analysed.”
Mendes de Almeida also expects to

capitalise on FIFA’s recent deregulation
of the rules regarding football players’
agents. Under the new system, any
person can act as an intermediary in
player transfers, provided the respective
national football associations allow them.
“This widening scope of persons
qualified to enter into this kind of
transaction opens up an opportunity for
law firms to provide advisory services
concerning the whole transaction, which
no other service provider can render,”
says Mendes de Almedia. “This can lead
to a law firm assuming a more important
role in these transactions.”
These potential lines of new work
come as more money enters the top end
of the market, particularly in football.
“Broadcasting rights for football matches
have seen a tremendous increase in the
amounts involved, with two major media
operators signing record broadcasting
agreements with Portugal’s top clubs,”
says Mendes de Almedia.
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Sport sector clients increasingly looking for specialist
lawyers
Though businesses in the sport industry want lawyers with knowledge of the sector, they also want
specialists with expertise in areas such as competition, tax and labour
Clients hiring Spanish lawyers to work
on sports-related matters are increasingly
opting for specialist legal expertise, says
Roberto Vallina Hoset, senior associate
and head of the competition law
department at Roca Junyent.
“As a specialist in EU and competition
law, I consider myself something of
an outsider in the sport law sector,”
he says. “However, from what I’ve
experienced over recent years, clients
such as sports entities and athletes
are now wanting a lawyer with a fair
understanding of sports regulations, but
also with knowledge of the specificities
of the particular practice area, whether
it be competition, M&A, tax or labour
law.” He adds that, until recently,
clients referred all their matters to the
traditional external lawyer, highly
specialised in sports-related problems.
“The clients still rely to a great extent
on those lawyers and they still do have
a regular source of work,” says Vallina
Hoset. “However, clients are becoming
increasingly aware of the impact of

particular areas of law on their business.
Though we are called in exceptional
circumstances – as obviously, not
every football club or athlete has
competition law problems or face being
discriminated against on the grounds
of nationality every day – some clients
are willing to contact us for specialist
advice. “Over the last two years, I’ve
had an important number of cases with
not a common thread between them
other than the fact they are all related to
sport,” Vallina Hoset says.
Whether lawyers actively seek
out such sport-related opportunities
depends on the particular case, says
Vallina Hoset. “Sometimes we offer our
services when we see a sports club or
athlete is in need of specialist advice
– other times, the client will contact
us if they think our expertise could
be useful in a given area or market.
However, clients in the sport sector are
increasingly taking the opportunity to
deal with specialists in areas other than
sports law.”

Roberto Vallina Hoset

New TV deal leads to soaring demand for legal
services among Spanish football clubs
The lucrative TV broadcasting deal
that the Spanish Football League
announced in early 2016 has led to
an increase in demand for sportsrelated legal advice as clubs become
more professional in the way they are
structured. The €2.65bn deal ensures
that Telefonica subsidiary Movistar,
along with Mediapro, will share the
domestic TV rights for La Liga in
Spain until the end of the 2018-2019
season.
“With the new money coming, the
clubs need to be more professional
because they have to manage
more issues,” says Ignacio Legido,
managing partner at BDO Abogados.
“We see that they are asking about
technology, they’re also worried about
data, about e-commerce, and they also
ask about the possibility of moving
their business into other areas.”
The most successful law firms will
be those that can integrate traditional
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sports law advice with the much larger
commercial demands of the newlyenriched football clubs. “We have to
work hard and have people ready
to provide them with the advice on
technology and other areas that all
these clubs – with all the new money
coming and with the new professionals
around them – will need in future
years,” says Legido. “They need a law
firm that can offer them not just sports
law advice, but support on everything.”
“In the end, a club is a company,”
Legido adds. “They are worried about
who is the auditor, they are worried
about following the tax rules and the
sports rules – the client understands
that football, and sport in general, is
a business and they try to be more
professional. They ask the typical
questions you find when you are with
a normal client, but you also have to be
specialised so that you can advise them
on sports matters.”

Ignacio Legido
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